Acclaim for *Synchronicity*

“Joe Cambray has been at the forefront of new developments in Jungian theory and practice over the last decade. This book provides an opportunity to see the range and depth of his thinking on synchronicity in its entirety. For Jung, synchronicity marked the furthest limit of his investigation of the nature of the psyche, but he also wrestled with the contradictions and dilemmas it presented. Cambray finds the key to resolving these problems in the contemporary sciences of complexity, and carries us a great distance towards a more integrated understanding of Jung’s initial insight. Cambray’s argument, that synchronicity can be seen as an emergent property of complex dynamic systems, allows him to shed light on the role synchronicity plays in a wide variety of phenomena, ranging from the clinical consulting room to the emergence of democratic governance in classical Greece. On the way, Cambray provides the most carefully thought through analysis of the relationship of Jung’s original sense that synchronicity was compatible with modern particle physics—which he persistently sought to validate in his correspondence with Wolfgang Pauli—to be found in the current literature. Cambray’s book is essential reading for anyone seeking a deeper understanding of this central element in C.G. Jung’s system of psychology.”—George B. Hogenson, author, *Jung’s Struggle with Freud*

“In his study of synchronicity, Joseph Cambray has masterfully blended the historical and known with the cutting and emerging edges of humanity’s grasp of its inner and outer reality. He has managed to produce a book that a novice in Jungian studies would find comprehensible, and that C. G. Jung himself would find compelling.”—Beverley Zabriskie, Jungian analyst and author of “A Meeting of Rare Minds,” preface to *Atom and Archetype: The Pauli-Jung Correspondence*